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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this guide is to provide a business level overview of Cúram Business Intelligence and
Analytics™. After reading this guide, the reader should have a high level knowledge of the business logic
behind Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics. In order to best understand these concepts, the guide
should be read in full.

1.2 Audience
This guide is intended for any reader wishing to understand the business concepts of reporting within
the application.

1.3 Chapters in this Guide
The following list describes the chapters within this guide:

Overview of Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics
This chapter gives a general overview of Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics and a
description of the business need that it serves.

Business Intelligence Infrastructure
This chapter provides further insight into the elements of Cúram Business Intelligence and
Analytics infrastructure.

Using the Business Intelligence Infrastructure
This chapter looks at how the Business Intelligence infrastructure can be used to build a business
specific data warehouse and therefore provide views onto this data via dashboards, embedded
analytics or reports.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2012, 2013 1
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Chapter 2. Overview of Cúram Business Intelligence and
Analytics

2.1 Introduction
SEM agencies rely on business intelligence mechanisms to measure and monitor how agencies are
performing, to detect gaps in their processes, and to analyze the issues that are occurring and why. These
agencies require a business intelligence solution that will provide them with the tools to support better
decision making. Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics provides a solutions that covers the complete
spectrum of reporting tools and technology that enables organizations to make valuable business
decisions. This includes decision support information for front line staff (case workers), line managers
and senior managers in the organization

2.2 Elements of Business Intelligence

2.2.1 Data Warehousing
A data warehouse is generalization and consolidation of transactional data, typically used to support
decision making and data mining. Business specific data warehouses are available from the application,
for example the Income Support data warehouse. Chapter 3 describes the infrastructure provided in
support of data warehouses.

2.2.2 Embedded Analytics
Embedded Analytics are representations of aggregated data that can be interacted with by the user to
construct alternative views/sub-groupings of the data which were not envisaged at design time. The
infrastructure to construct embedded analytics is provided with Cúram Business Intelligence and
Analytics and a number have been added out of the box to the application. The purpose of this is to
assist front line staff and managers in decision making by integrating the online application and the data
warehouse which therefore provides interactive, summarized information in context.

2.2.3 Ad-hoc Reporting
The Business Intelligence infrastructure uses 'Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools(BIRT)' to render
the charts as it is an open sourced and low cost option for agencies that do not want an elaborate
business intelligence offering. The application also supports more advanced offerings in the market such
as, Actuate, which allows charts to be rendered in a format suitable for ad-hoc reporting. This provides
easy access to the underlying reporting data, allowing a user to tailor the report to their specific needs.

2.2.4 Interactive Dashboards and Reports
This is the business specific view onto the data warehouse, for example for Income Support or Child
Services. Interactive dashboards include the ability to publish graphically intuitive displays of
information, including dials, gauges and traffic lights. These displays indicate the state of the
performance metric, compared with a goal or target value. This data is a more in-depth view into the
aggregated data in the business specific data warehouse.

Reports provide the ability to create formatted and interactive reports with highly scalable distribution
and scheduling capabilities. The application provides infrastructure in support of these and business
specific reports will be added to the application over time.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2012, 2013 3
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Chapter 3. Business Intelligence Infrastructure

3.1 Introduction
This chapter gives a business overview of the infrastructure provided for building a data warehouse. The
method in which this data can be made available to business user was described in the previous chapter:
embedded analytics in the online application, business specific dashboards and reports. Commercial
software such as Cognos could also be used to provide a view into the data warehouse.

3.2 Define Business Requirements
Any business intelligence solution must provide SEM agencies with the ability to define the scope of their
reports. The starting point for defining this scope is identifying and prioritizing the agencies' specific
business requirements. The following are common business requirements that must be scoped for
reporting:
v Defining the business logic or processing required for the information that needs to be included in

reports.
v Locating where that information currently 'lives'.
v Identifying the data elements to be included as part of a reporting data model.
v Logically grouping these data elements to make it easier to identify the business reason for the

inclusion of data.

3.3 How It Works
Data warehousing is the process of collecting data which is gathered and organized in such a way so that
it can easily be analyzed, extracted, reported on, and otherwise used for the purposes of further
understanding the data.

The data warehousing process consists of the extraction of data from one or many source databases. The
data is then transformed or cleaned up to remove all anomalies and brought into a central repository, the
data warehouse. The data is taken from the data warehouse into datamarts which are specialized versions
of the data warehouse and which have been designed to suit the needs of the customer/target audience.
The data can then be viewed in the form of graphs or charts, etc.

Business intelligence refers to the set of software tools that enable an organization to analyze and report
on the measurable aspects of their business. The data warehouse can be thought of as the back office
while business intelligence can be considered as the entire business including the back office.

Application provides the infrastructure to build data warehouses and provides business specific
datamarts in solutions areas such as Income Support and Child Services as well as embedded analytics in
the out of the box application. Application integrates with BIRT as the out of the box viewer and also
supports more advanced viewers such as Actuate. Alternatively, customers can instead use Cognos
software as the reporting tool/viewer. The Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics solution
encompasses the data warehousing and BI techniques described above which provide a number of
options to organizations for accessing and viewing the data to support effective management of their
business.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2012, 2013 5



3.4 Business Intelligence Components
There are three main components of the business intelligence infrastructure. They are the reporting
schema, the set of extractions processes, and the embedded analytics, all of which come OOTB with the
application. Business Intelligence dashboards are provided focusing on specific business areas such as
Income Support and Child Services.

3.4.1 Reporting Schema
The Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics infrastructure creates a domain knowledgeable Reporting
schema which models the business processes of interest to business intelligence users. The Reporting
schema for the application is comprised of Staging, Central, and Datamart schemas. The application
database is considered the source database or the operational database from which data is extracted.

3.4.2 Extraction Processes
A set of extraction processes to populate the application centric warehouse and datamarts is provided in
the business intelligence infrastructure. These Extract Transform and Load (ETL) process are needed to
move the data from the application to the Staging database. From here, it is moved to the Central Data
Warehouse (CDW), and finally is pushed out to the datamarts. Once the datamarts are populated the
viewing mechanisms (dashboards, reports etc) can be used to access this data and provide it to business
users in graphical or report format.

Staging Area: The Staging ETLs are run and they pull the information through from source through to
staging.

Central Data Warehouse: Once staging is populated with data, the Central ETLs are run. These ETLs pull
data into the Central Data Warehouse changing data where necessary and applying any business logic
required.

Datamarts: This is the final stage of the reporting repository. Data is transformed into dimensional
format, and de-normalized to ensure ease of query, and to ensure cube builders/report builders find the
data easier to model.

Viewer: The user can then view this data in readable graph like formats (reports, dashboards, cubes) in a
number of ways. The application integrates with BIRT which is used to show the embedded charts in the
application. Actuate is also supported by the business intelligence infrastructure, which offers additional
features over BIRT such as ad-hoc reporting. Or customers would instead use a reporting tool such as
Cognos, which takes the data only from the Datamart.

3.4.2.1 ETL Explained
ETL is short for Extract, Transform and Load: these three functions are combined to pull data from a
source and place it in a destination database.
v Extract: the process of reading data from a source.
v Transform: the process of converting the extracted data from its previous form into the form it needs

to be in so that it can be placed into another database. Transformation occurs by using business rules
or lookup tables or by combining the data with other data.

v Load: the process of writing the data into the target database.

Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics uses ETLs to move and transform data from the On-Line
Transaction Processing (OLTP) data source to the Cúram Business Intelligence data sources. As explained
previously, data is moved from application to the staging data storage, on to the Central Data Warehouse
(CDW), and then is pushed out to the data marts where it is used for viewing\reporting purposes.
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3.4.3 Embedded Analytics
These are charts integrated into the online application that offer front end business users a view into the
aggregated data in the data warehouse, to support them in decisions they make as part of day to day
business.

In the application, Income Support and Child Services business areas come with data warehouses and
therefore these solutions offer online charts that integrate with the data warehouse in question.

BIRT charts have been added to some areas of the application to provide a graphical view of data to
users.For example, the Employer homepage contains a BIRT chart showing the number of permanent and
the number of casual workers. Also the BIRT chart contained within a Payment Correction case gives a
visual indication of the balance; how much is written off, how much is paid and how much is
outstanding

3.4.4 Dashboards and Cubes
Dashboards help measure business performance and quickly communicate complex information to
business users in compelling visual formats, so they have a clear picture of how the business is doing.
These are available in the application in each business specific area, e.g. Income Support and Child
Services.

Chapter 3. Business Intelligence Infrastructure 7
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Chapter 4. Using the Business Intelligence Infrastructure

4.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at how the Business Intelligence infrastructure can be used to build a business specific
data warehouse and therefore provide views onto this data via dashboards, embedded analytics or
reports.

4.2 Defining Business Requirements for Reports
The recommended first step is to define the reporting business requirements. SEM agencies can determine
the necessary information that needs to be defined and can use their own formulas for success. For each
report, there is an expected outcome, the input data required, and the current location of the data. One of
the requirements can be to specify whether the data must be available from the online application, e.g. to
caseworkers, and therefore whether embedded analytics is required.

4.3 Modeling Reporting Data from Business Requirements
The design process starts with a report or business requirement and works back creating or adding to
data models. Once that is complete, the ETL (extract, transform, load) processes are designed. The ETL
processes specify how the data is moved through the system from OLTP (online transaction processing)
to end report.

A business requirement for reporting is formalized by drawing a logical user model. For example, a
logical model depicting the cube representation of client ages could be drawn to illustrate the outcome of
this reporting requirement. A user model captures the end user's model or view of the data required.

User models help to determine the structure of the data marts. Drawing the user model involves picking
out the measures or facts from the reporting requirement and the dimensions that the measure is sliced
by. The user model should also identify the level of granularity required. The granularity is very
important, as it determines what and how much data is captured.

4.4 Generating an Initial Report
This section briefly describes the steps required to populate a report from the application. ETL is the
process used to extract the data from the application database and bring it through to the datamart
schema. For each schema, the data is extracted from the previous database, the data is transformed, i.e.,
inconsistencies are removed, etc., and the data is loaded in the new schema. Once the datamart is
populated, the information can used in user friendly graphs and reports.

4.5 Change Data Capture
Data needs to be extracted periodically from the source system(s) and transformed to the data warehouse.
This process is commonly referred to as refreshing the data warehouse. The most efficient refresh method
is to extract and transform only the data that has changed since the last extraction.

The Change Data Capture technique in the Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics infrastructure
identifies and processes only the data that has changed in each of the tables in a database and makes the
changed data available to the data warehouse. Cúram Business Intelligence and Analytics infrastructure
has been designed with the intention that the refresh will take place on a nightly basis. However, the
implementation is flexible and it is possible to run the refresh at a different frequency.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2012, 2013 9



Change Data Capture include using a control table which stores a last written date for each table that is
being populated. When an ETL runs, the last written field for that table is also updated. The next time
the ETL runs, it first reads from this control table and then extracts the data that has been updated since
the previous ETL run.

It is important to note that for change data capture to work, all the last written fields must be populated
in the source tables that the Business Intelligence infrastructure extracts data from. As already stated, a
row in the ETL Control table is updated before and after every ETL run for the table which is being
updated. This works having the ETLs call a pre-mapping transformation to read the previous last written
date and setting the extract time. After the ETL has run, a post-mapping transformation is called which
updates the last written date to the current date.

After the ETL Control table has been initially populated with data, the last written date is reset to a start
date to ensure that the ETLs extract all data updated after this date. It is possible to manually set the last
written date for all tables in that database to the 1st of January, 1934.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the
products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM
representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any
reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that
does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's
responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service. IBM
may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document. The
furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents. You can send license
inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual Property
Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law.

IBM Japan Ltd.

19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku

Tokyo 103-8510, Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where such
provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some
states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this
statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication.
IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of
the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
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IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation to you. Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the
purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created programs and other
programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged,
should contact:

IBM Corporation

Dept F6, Bldg 1

294 Route 100

Somers NY 10589-3216

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases,
payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for it are provided
by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement or
any equivalent agreement between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the
results obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may have
been made on development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the
same on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been estimated through
extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for their
specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their
published announcements or other publicly available sources.

IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any
other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be
addressed to the suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without
notice, and represent goals and objectives only

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current and are subject to change without
notice. Dealer prices may vary.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to change before the
products described become available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate
them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an
actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate programming
techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs
in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing
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application programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating platform for
which the sample programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all
conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these
programs. The sample programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must include a copyright
notice as follows:

© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample Programs.

© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights reserved.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be
trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at
"Copyright and trademark information" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml.

Actuate is a registered trademark of Actuate Corporation.

BIRT is a registered trademark of Eclipse Foundation.

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. Other company, product, and service names
may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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